
Elegance and 
luxury come 

together in 
our selection 

of over 30 
contemporary 

designer chairs. 

Originally designed by the mid-
century modern era gods of furniture 
design, many of these chairs were 
the epitome of innovation when they 
were first conceived and still top the 
charts today as the greatest for their 
resilience and timeless design.

They are audacious works of art sure to 
bring a unique sophisticated glamour 
to any living space and are made with 
the highest quality materials delivering 
both comfort and form. 



I’m pretty sure we didn’t
meet just for nothing



Embellished in some of our beautiful range of fabrics, this 
chic chair effortlessly elevates any room. Use it as a chic seat 
in the home office or add it to the parlor seating ensemble for 
a refined touch. 
Dimensions: H:95cm W:63,5cm D:64cm

Belissimo

This elegant, unique and legitimately great chair cradles 
you in a comfortable position. Made of moulded plywood, 
combined with some eye catching upholstery, this chair will 
be noticed in the blink of an eye. 
H:83,5cm W:53cm D:56cm

Evie



Folding two pieces of discreet steel plywood connect to the 
middle seats creating the familiar round shaped stools. It’s 
unique by technology and a variety of comfortable seating. 
Dimensions: H:110cm W:53,5cm D:60cm

Evie Stool

Combination of non-upholstered and upholstered veneer,  
and huge variations of fabric and leathers, give this chair a 
more comfort and elegant look. 
Dimensions: H:81cm W:52,5cm D:51cm

Felix



This bar stool will blend in a variety of interiors. The legs 
are matching solid wood and are subtly flared and sturdily 
framed in powder coated steel. 
Dimensions: H:108,5cm W:58cm D:59,5cm

Felix Stool

Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial 
and lounge bar space. The seat and back are contoured 
for comfort in moulded plywood veneer. 
Dimensions: H:84,5cm W:54cm D:55cm

Felix Solid Seat



Convenient chair with essential design. Seat and back 
are upholstered in regenerated eco leather - available 
in various colours.
Dimensions: H:81cm W:57,5cm D:51cm

Felix Armchair

A plywood version of the popular Felix. Minimalistic and 
elegant lines give this chair a timeless piece of design.
Dimensions: H:81cm W:52,5cm D:51cm 

Felix Ply



I just see something 
irresistible in you



Take the traditional Windsor design, give it a sleeker, more 
streamlined profile and there you have it, The Harper Chair. 
Elegant staple in any kitchen or dining room. 
Dimensions: H:99,5cm W:48,5cm D:56cm

Harper

This perfect piece of armchair is adding even more comfort to 
a design that invites you to take a load off. 
Dimensions: H:81cm W:44cm D:53cm

Holly



The practically seamless combination of solid wood and upholstered veneer gives the IMAN design 
aesthetic unity and makes it easy to care, as well as giving it stackable, space-saving qualities. Seat and 
back surfaces and the optional armrests are available in a choice of various colours. 
Dimensions: H:80cm W:61cm D:59cm

Iman

A chair with powerful identity. Two organically shaped, smartly 
joined laminated wood shells give it sculptural quality. Soft, flowing 
lines mark a contrast to the rational world we live in today.
Dimensions: H:85,5cm W:50cm D:58,5cm

Jasmin



With her elegant silhouette, Kara offers a seat of enveloping proportions and generous size. The detail of 
the design on the armrest delicately underscores the concept of cosiness, in contrast with the fine lines 
of the structure.
Dimensions: H:76cm W:60cm D:58cm

Kara

The armchair’s shell is composed of two bent pieces of plywood upholstered in fabric, underneath 
which lies a simple structure of massive veneer. The armrest forms part of the seat and the whole 
shell appears to float independently of its relatively inconspicuous support. 
Dimensions: H:80cm W:69cm D:62cm

Labra



A design object stands out for aesthetic, shape and colour, as well as for manageability and 
functionality. Yet, only a chair has the power to literally disappear from our sight as we are using it.
Dimensions: H:85cm W:52cm D:66cm

Manus S 

Its distinct curved wooden back and four-legged contemporary 
design is sure to add character to any room, whether you 
place it in your dining area or a hotel lobby. 
Dimensions: H:74,5cm W:54,5cm D:53cm

Madison



A curious and unique design. Wide enough to sit comfortable. 
A piece with a lot of lines that gives that little extra to a chair. 
Dimensions: H:80cm W:44cm D:53cm

Nice

The design plays with subtle lines, where gentle inclinations and curves bestow the object with a dynamic 
personality. The geometrical position of the wood gives it a true contemporary identity.
Dimensions: H:78cm W:57cm D:55cm

Oslo



We always look at the simplicity and good looking design. As 
the greatest saying “Less is more”, we named our new model 
Orbl which comes from Orange and Black - our brand colours. 
Dimensions: H:78cm W:52cm D:59cm 

Orbl

Pure and elegant design with beautiful proportions and 
relation between contemporary and timeless design. 
Dimensions: H:78cm W:62,5cm D:59cm

Orbl Armchair



Our eye is immediately struck by the harmonious proportions. 
The sturdy wooden construction of this chair will last for years, 
while providing comfort in a variety of interiors.
Dimensions: H:81cm W:44cm D:40,5cm

Oval Seat Stool

Innovative design of the chair consists of two axially intersecting 
moulded plywood pieces guaranteeing a very high level of comfort. 
Dimensions: H:84,5cm W:60cm D:52cm

Philip



Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial 
and lounge bar space. The seat and back are contoured for 
comfort in upholstered plywood veneer.
Dimensions: H:106cm W:60,5cm D:55,5cm

Philip Stool

This lounge chair carry the same shared aesthetic, essentially in two sizes, curvature ellipse 
moulded in shell. Bases are made of massive wood legs with an optional wire forms or powder coat 
finish. The tub version is more upright to allow for meeting and dining use.
Dimensions: H:82cm W:56cm D:56cm 

Ricco



A refreshing, eye-catching and exciting take on various 
Sphere forms used in both contemporary and previously 
explored areas of soft seating over the decades.
Dimensions: H:105cm W:56cm D:60cm

Ricco Stool

Lounge or dining chair. Moulding thin sheets of lightweight 
veneer into gently curved shapes gives the durable material a 
soft, inviting experience. The chair works just about anywhere, 
from homes and offices, to schools and public areas.
Dimensions: H:77,5cm W:48cm D:53cm

Seventy



Time to be bold. This statement armchair will be the centre of 
attention in the room. Tall-backed and winged, it’s seriously 
impressive. 
Dimensions: H:78cm W:55cm D:49cm

Sorizzo

A refreshing, eye-catching and exciting take on various 
Sphere forms used in both contemporary and previously 
explored areas of soft seating over the decades.
Dimensions: H:105cm W:55,5cm D:54cm

Sorizzo Stool



This dining chair pairs cleans lines with a smooth finish for a contemporary feel. Rounded edges on 
the seat soften the silhouette, while the angled back keep the design fresh and modern. Perfect for 
relaxed dinners, the curved back is shaped to support, and is extra comfy for after dinner chit chat.
Dimensions: H:75,5cm W:51,5cm D:54cm

Soren

With its plush cushion that is supported by a sturdy solid wood 
frame, this armchair is perfect for guest seating or lounging 
with a Sunday morning cappuccino. 
Dimensions: H:86,5cm W:53cm D:55,5cm

Tea



This is an example of a modern and simple chair inspired from nature, exactly from Vatos (Dasyatis 
pastinaca) fish. We create a product witch includes basic details from Vatos fish and correspond 
with all expressions of this fish. 
Dimensions: H:78cm W:75cm D:64cm

Vatos

Another one in the plywood series of chairs, Thomas is a 
piece that cannot be beaten. With its classic industrial design 
this chair fully deserves its attention. 
Dimensions: H:80cm W:50cm D:59cm

Thomas



Avelina

Kano

Backus

Kitana

Gibson

Unique

SnomaBlack Stain

Lancaster Oak Pacific Natural 

Dark Walnut

Teak Dunkel 

Stain Selection

Upholstery Selection Veneer Selection

Metal Selection

Ebony Veneer

Special Veneer 1672

Beech Veneer 

Special Veneer 1511

Zebrano Veneer

Oak Veneer

White Black Black Clear Powder Chrome Orange

Brown Yellow

Red

Blue Green
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